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A contested industry

• Environmental impact
• Social impact
• Unrealistic long-term growth 

prospects (peak cotton)
• And more than half of fashion is 

disposed within a year
• New textile economy 

/ Circular fashion as an answer ?



Our sample

• Boomerang
• Clothes library
• Filippa K
• Gina Tricot
• H&M
• Indiska

• KappAhl
• Lindex
• Nudie
• UFD (Uniform For 

the Dedicated)
• Vigga



1. The waste effect of PSS



PSS as instances of 
servitization / dematerialization

• Different levels of servitization / dematerialization ?
– Product-oriented services
– Use-oriented services
– Results-oriented services

(Tukker 2004)

• Our argument: Dematerialization is conditional upon 
a system’s waste effect



Waste in the PSS literature
• PSS implies shifts in consumer and producer

practice regarding collection and disposal of
waste (e.g., Mont, 2002; Vezzoli et al., 2015).

• Waste management sometimes mentioned
– Waste collection (Bartolomeo et al., 2003)

– Recycling (Mont et al., 2006)

– Reuse (Gelbmann and Hammerl, 2015)

• But waste is implied rather than systematically
adressed in PSS literature



Bringing forth 
the waste effect 

of PSS



The EU Waste Hierarchy



A variety of services

• Rent or lease
• In store take-back 

systems
• Rag bags

• Repair 
• Reuse: 

– Sold as charity 
– Sold as vintage
– Sold as used 

textiles/fibers
• Recycling

– Textiles
– Fibers



Ordering PSS with the 
Waste Hierarchy Model



Differenciated waste effects

• Depend on the service offering
• Conditioned on consumer participation
• Depend on design, techniques, partners and 

waste infrastructures
• Same garment can pass through PSS 

multiple times
• Rebound effects: 

– corporate strategy 
– consumer behavior

• Unaccounted upstream effects



Main findings
• No correspondence between type of PSS and 

the system’s waste effect

• Waste effects depend on the relationships 
between the business model and the waste 
regime

• Services are not intangible per se



2. Decoupling



• Talk:
– ”We know that 

linearity is 
wrong”.

• Actions (ex.):
– Leasing models
– Repair to 

prolong usage
– And take-back 

systems 
• In-store 

collection of 
used clothes

Defensive reactions of
Swedish fashion firms



• Bring customers to the shops
• Entitle sometimes to a voucher
• Yet another channel for collection of used 

clothes and textiles 
• Have an unclear waste effect

• Does the collection of used clothes and 
textiles replace production of new 
garments?

Take-back systems



Defensive Institutional Work 

“The purposive action of individuals and 
organizations aimed at countering 
disruptive institutional work.” 
(Maguire and Hardy, 2009)



Historical types of decoupling

• Policy-practice decoupling (Meyer & Rowan 1977)

• Means-ends decoupling (Bromley & Powell 2012)



• Core-compartment decoupling
– Do not change the linear business model

• Design
• Sourcing
• Transports
• Retailing
• But in marketing

• Not only protects but increases
legitimacy

Core-Compartment Decoupling



Core-compartment decoupling

• High on transparency 
• Conflicting but vague and 

ambiguous demands 
• New practices do not interfere with 

core business model
• Two ways of practicing CCD

– Outsourcing
– Compartimentalization



Pre-empting

Take-back systems: 
• Provide a performative definition of 

circular economy
• Are instances of fait accompli
• Are example or how corporations 

supplant authorities 
• Are commercial activism
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